Member of the Balam Ajpu Hip Hop Collective...

TZUTU KAN
MAYA HIP HOP

TZUTU KAN, hailing from what the Maya considered the bellybutton of the Universe—Lake Atitlan in the central Guatemala highlands—is a painter, sculptor, bio-builder, activist in the defense of native peoples, and hip hop artist who lays down rhymes in the ancient Mayan languages of Tz’utujil, Kaqchikel, and K’ichee’.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15
KRESGE TOWN HALL
PRESENTATION @ 4PM
FOLLOWED BY A PERFORMANCE

SPONSORS: THE AMERICAN INDIAN RESOURCE CENTER,
UCSC DIVISION OF STUDENT SUCCESS, UCSC DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS,
THE HUMANITIES INSTITUTE AT UC SANTA CRUZ, THE CHICANX LATINX RESOURCE CENTER
AND THE UCSC RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE AMERICAS